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Sister Aruna from Kuwait paid a flying visit to Malaysia from 12th – 16th Dec 2014 on her way to Vietnam. In just 5 days,

she served and benefitted a wide category of souls from BKs to contacts, to IP’s & VIP’s and government officials and

Ministers.

She would have served another group in the corporate sector and listeners of the national radio station if it had not

been a delay in her flight to Kuala Lumpur. As a result of the delay, the radio interview at TRAXX FM, RTM Malaysia

and lunch talk at Berjaya Corporation had to be covered by Meera bhen.
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Sister Aruna's seminar on "Coaching the Mind" came in a package.

Composed, well-dressed, articulate and with an inner sparkle, she gave

many in the audience a taste of higher consciousness. She shared with a

responsive and appreciative audience of more than 100 (comprising

contacts and new souls) the pathways to a powerful mind - the attention

needed on our thought patterns and behaviour, positive self talk, spiritual

breathing, self checking and creating affirmations.

The audience was not only entertained but inspired to follow her methods 

and suggestions for a better quality of life. To date four souls are 

attending the seven-day course and more are expected to follow suit

Seminar on Coaching the Mind for Contacts on Sat. 13th Dec in Bangsar Centre

Hi-Tea Program “It’s Time .... Transforming Conflict into Benefit” for IPs & Professionals on Sun, 14tth Dec
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On a beautiful Sunday afternoon, away from the hustle and

bustle of Kuala Lumpur city, more than 40 IP’s and

professionals congregated at Asia Retreat Centre - ARC

(Malaysia’s new retreat centre) to listen to Sis. Aruna’s advice

and insights on how to transform conflict into benefit. The

audience including many Muslims appreciated the new

perspective to conflict resolution and the practical tools

offered by Sis. Aruna.

Participants were delighted to receive Sis. Aruna’s book

“Conflict Resolution” personally autographed by her. The

session ended with meditation by Sister Meera and followed

by Hi-Tea which was equally royal.

Hi-Tea Program “It’s Time .... Transforming Conflict into Benefit” for IPs & Professionals on Sun, 14tth Dec



Meeting with Y Bhg Dato’ Sri Rohani Abdul 
Karim, Minister of Women, Family & 
Community Development at Parliament House 
on16th Dec. 

A very warm and beautiful meeting - The 

Minister introduces all her senior management 

who were present at the Parliament House to 

our team. Hand in hand the Minister 

introduced  Sis Aruna to all the Kings and 

leaders in this country from the pictures. 

A very meaningful exchange with Prof. Datin Dr Azizan , who is 

both the Prof. at University Malaya and Deputy Director of IKIM.  

Through her clear understanding about life, Sis Aruna gave very 

simple yet deep and practical tips in dealing with challenging 

situations to the Prof. Amongst others, she shared that the good 

has to keep doing good even if you are in the minority as one 

positive thought can transform the situation. 

Meeting at IKIM (Institute of Islamic 
Understanding Malaysia) on 16th Dec.  
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Meeting with YB Datuk Mary Yap , Deputy Minister of 
Education at Parliment House, Malaysia on 15th Dec.

A lively chat with the Deputy Minister, YB Datuk Mary Yap - The

Deputy Minister stressed that it is important for one to take the

responsibility to learn. She hopes that the teachers can be served first

especially on values as they are the role models for the students.
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Sis Aruna presented a very impactful and powerful talk on

“Women Empowerment – In Dealing with Gender Inequality and

Violence” to 80 officials and sector heads from the Ministry in

particular the Women Development Department (JPW). Both the

Director and Deputy Director General including Trainers from

Government Civil Service (INTAN) and other NGOs also attended.

They all enjoyed much of her enlightening session full of wisdom

and practical stories.

She said women empowerment is not about feminism that

breeds ignorance, becoming aggressive or losing physical power

but the real change of thought patterns in the self, the belief

systems and behaviour to embrace the change to avoid any

negative reaction and impact on self and others..

Women Empowerment Talk at Ministry of Women, Family & Community Development on 17th Dec
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Meeting/class with English, Tamil and Chinese Service Teams on 12tj Dec evening in Bangsar

Even though spending many hours at the airport, Sis. Aruna appeared fresh and gave a beautiful and inspiring class

where she shared her journey in Brahmin life on the day she arrived.

On Sun, 14th Dec, after morning Murli,

Sis. Aruna was given a royal welcome at ARC.

Half day Meditation Laboratory on 14th at ARC

BKs in Klang Valley and a few from outstation had the chance to go into the Laboratory of their Minds in ARC

under the skilful guidance of Sis. Aruna’s commentary. Participants, numbering more than 100, walked around

the huge Diamond Hall against a backdrop of nice music, experimenting with different ideas, such as

mindfulness, of being a puppet, an angel, going deep to extract virtues as in a flower, diamond & other

objects, exchanging drishti, etc. Many of them shared their beautiful experiences and inspirations received

from the session.
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Overall

Overall, wherever she goes, Sis Aruna was able to touch souls with her serene, composed, amiable disposition 

and professional outlook. In her every connection, she inspired souls to come to ARC to take benefit either 

through some hi-tea short chats or Retreat programs, to experience the difference and understand the need of 

the hour. 

Thank you Baba, Drama, Dadi’s and seniors for sending Sister Aruna to Malaysia. 

With lots of love

Malaysia Family


